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NWRPCA 30TH ANNIVERSARY SPONSOR

WELCOME TO THE NWRPCA/
CHAMPS 2013 FALL PRIMARY
CARE CONFERENCE!
Remember, it’s not 2014 yet. Pause. Breathe. Prepare. We
have four days now to gather calmly and consider the exciting
position of the Community Health Center in the rapidly
changing healthcare landscape. Together we will examine
our relationship to our communities and the current needs of
the populations we serve. We’ll share best practices already
learned in the Outreach and Enrollment effort related to the
new health insurance marketplace. We’ll introduce you to
groundbreaking work between CHCs and hospitals and even
broader collaborations involving diverse community agencies
working together toward true community wellness and health.
Our goal is to provide you outstanding opportunities to
network with your peers and learn from experts from around
the country the very best ideas and innovations for moving
forward into the future that is now upon us.
We hope you enjoy Seattle’s incomparable waterfront.
Take in the sites and amenities while you immerse yourself
in thoughtful discussion and practical advice from vetted
experts. Clement Bezold, founding director of the Institute
for Alternative Futures, will offer a keynote address to guide
us toward a bright future, and Dr. Winston Wong of Kaiser
Permanente will close our conference with inspiration and
insight to send us back to the workplace invigorated - where
our mission continues and our work is more essential than
ever. Thank you for joining us, and may you have the most
meaningful and memorable conference possible.

Bruce Gray
Chief Executive Officer
NWRPCA
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Julie Hulstein
Executive Director
CHAMPS

NWRPCA ANNUAL GOLD SPONSOR

NWRPCA ANNUAL SILVER SPONSORS

CHAMPION SPONSOR

ADVOCATE SPONSORS

SUPPORTER SPONSORS

CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE

SATURDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

Concurrent Sessions
9:00am – 12:00pm

Keynote Plenary
8:30am – 10:30am • Grand Pacific
Ballroom

2014 Fall Conference Planning
Committee Meeting
7:30am – 8:15am • Salon G

Break with Exhibitors
10:30am – 11:00am
Ballroom Foyer

Health Center Tour: NeighborCare
Health’s Rainier Beach Medical
and Dental Clinic (Pre-register at
Registration Desk - $30)
8:30am - 12:00pm • Meet in main hotel
lobby

Conference Registration and
Breakfast
8:00am – 9:00am • Ballroom Foyer

Buffet Lunch in Foyer – Lunch
meetings in all sessions
12:00pm – 1:30pm • Ballroom Foyer
Lunch Provided

Conference Registration and
Breakfast
7:30am – 8:30am • Ballroom Foyer

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm – 4:30pm

Concurrent Sessions
11:00am – 12:30pm

SUNDAY

Lunch on Own or Clinical Roundtable
Lunch (Salon D)
12:30pm – 1:30pm

Conference Registration and
Breakfast
8:00am – 9:00am • Ballroom Foyer
Concurrent Sessions
9:00am – 12:00pm
Lunch on Own
12:00pm – 1:30pm
CHC Basics (Perfect for newcomers!)
1:30pm – 3:00pm • Executive Boardroom
Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm – 4:30pm
(GOV session ends at 4pm)
NWRPCA Board of Directors
Meeting
4:30pm – 6:30pm • Executive Boardroom
CHAMPS Board of Directors
Meeting
5:00pm – 7:00pm • Salon E&F
Welcome Reception
6:30pm – 8:30pm • Salon D

Conference Registration and
Breakfast
7:30am – 8:30am • Ballroom Foyer

Concurrent Sessions
8:30am – 10:00am

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm – 3:00pm

Break with Exhibitors
10:00am – 10:30am
Ballroom Foyer

Dessert Break with Exhibitors
3:00pm – 3:30pm • Ballroom Foyer

Concurrent Sessions
10:30am – 12:00pm

Concurrent Sessions
3:30pm – 5:00pm

Roundtable Lunches
12:00pm – 1:00pm

Exhibitor Reception
5:00pm – 6:00pm • Ballroom Foyer
Bring drink ticket

Break with Exhibitors
1:00pm – 1:30pm • Ballroom Foyer

Tweet This: #FPCC13

Go Green

Reuse: We will distribute reusable
bags to carry conference materials. At
the end of the conference, you may
choose to drop off your bag at the
registration desk so it can be reused/
recycled.

Concurrent Sessions
1:30pm – 3:00pm
Dessert Break with Exhibitors
3:00pm – 3:30pm • Ballroom Foyer
Closing Plenary and Exhibitor
Drawing
3:30pm – 5:00pm • Grand Pacific
Ballroom

Recycle: Please leave your
recyclables in designated containers
after the conference. We encourage
you to drop off your nametag holder
at the registration desk for reuse at
the next conference.

Funding for this conference was made possible in part by the Bureau of Primary Health Care. The views expressed in written materials and by speakers and moderators do not necessarily reflect the official policies of
the Department of Health & Human Services. Mention of trade names, commercial practices or organizations does not imply endorsement by the U.S. government.
Attendance at or participation in our conference constitutes an agreement by the registrant or participant to the use and distribution (both now and in the future) by NWRPCA and/or CHAMPS and/or WCN of the
attendee/participant’s image and/or voice in photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions and audiotapes of the conference for educational and marketing use.
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PLENARY SPEAKERS
Monday • October 21

Opening Plenary
NACHC UPDATE

Dan Hawkins, Senior VP, Public Policy and Research, NACHC
Dan is National Association of Community Health Centers’ Senior Vice
President, Policy and Research and directs overall policy agenda and
strategies, policy-related research and data analysis. He also oversees
the association’s information dissemination and technical assistance
activities, as well as collaborative training programs between NACHC
and PCAs.

HRSA UPDATE

Tonya Bowers, Deputy Associate Administrator, Health Resources and
Services Administration/Bureau of Primary Health Care

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Clement Bezold, PhD, is chairman of the Institute for
Alternative Futures, which he co-founded in 1977 with
Alvin Toffler and James Dator. In his work with the IAF
he has helped organizations monitor trends, explore
possibilities and create their preferred futures. He has
been a major developer of foresight techniques, applying futures research and strategic planning methods in
both the public and private sectors. He believes that,
“by engaging community leaders we can redefine health
and foster a culture of wellness and resilience in communities across the nation.”

Sponsored by

Tuesday • October 22

Closing Plenary
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Winston Wong, MD, MS, is Director of Disparities
Improvement and Quality Initiatives, Kaiser Permanente
Dr. Wong leads Kaiser Permanente’s efforts to develop
community partnerships that address the needs of the
underserved and the pursuit of health equity. He guides
investments and partnerships to support the country’s
community health centers, public hospitals and public
health systems, with a particular emphasis on the promotion of improved population outcomes and the elimination of health disparities.
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Continuing Dental Education (CDE)
This program has been approved
by the PACE program provided by
the Academy of General Dentistry.
The formal education programs
are accepted by the Academy
for Fellowship, Mastership and
Membership Maintenance credit.
Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or
provincial board of dentistry.
Continuing Professional Education (CPE)
NWRPCA is registered with the National Association of State Boards of
Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor
of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE
credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may
be addressed to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville,
TN, 37219-2417. Website: www.nasba.org.
Continuing Nursing Education (CNE)
Continuing Nursing credit will be awarded through Migrant Clinicians Network. Migrant Clinicians Network
is accredited as a provider of continuing nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s
Commission on Accreditation.
Continuing Human Resources Education
NWRPCA has applied for approval for certification credit hours
toward Professional in Human
Resources (PHR) and Senior
Professional in Human Resources
(SPHR) recertification through the
Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI). For
more information about certification or recertification,
please visit the HRCI homepage at www.hrci.org.
Continuing Medical Education (CME)
Application for CME credit has been filed with
the American Academy of Family Physicians.
Determination of credit is pending. Past conferences
have offered up to 25.5 credit hours.
Continuing Governance Credit (GOV)
NACHC will allow credit for NWRPCA Governance
Credits (up to 6 credit hours) applied toward the
NACHC Governance Certificate. To receive GOV
credits you must be officially enrolled in the NACHC
Board Governance Program (via iMIS) before the
governance credits can be applied. Please contact
Narine Hovnanian at nhovnanian@nachc.com for more
information.
SPEAKER DISCLOSURES:
» Mark Sullivan, Grant/Reasearch Support for Pfizer,
Covidien, Endo
» Charla Parker, Consultant with Western Clinicians
Network
» Mindy Stadtlander, Employee of CareOregon
» Adele Allison, Employee of SuccessEHS, Inc.
» Cara Towle, Grant/Research Support for NIH, HRSA/
Employee of University of Washington/member of
Northwest Regional Telehealth Resource Center

MEET OUR SPONSORS AND EXHIBITORS
AAAHC
www.aaahc.org
Believing that health care quality and patient safety are best evaluated at the point of care, AAAHC launched the first on-site survey
for accreditation of Medical Homes in 2009. We have since added
Medical Home On-Site Certification as a focused form of recognition for Medical Homes and an alternative to accreditation.
msweeney@aaahc.org
(847) 324-7487
Afaxys Pharmaceuticals
www.afaxys.com/pharma
Afaxys Pharmaceuticals was founded and funded by non-profit
groups to supply reliable, affordable and consistently priced access
to high quality, low cost, needed pharmaceutical products to the
US safety-net provider system and their patients.
gary.parenteau@afaxys.com
(701) 212-3604
Americares
www.safetynetcenter.org
AmeriCares supports health centers and other safety-net providers
across the US with donations of medicine, vaccines and supplies
for your patients. All AmeriCares products are entirely free to
your health center. Stop by our booth to become an AmeriCares
partner today!
sstreeter@americares.org
(203) 658-9690
Amerigroup NWRPCA Annual Silver Sponsor
www.amerigroup.com
Amerigroup, a wholly owned subsidiary of WellPoint, Inc., is the
largest company focused solely on meeting the health care needs
of financially vulnerable Americans. We serve approximately 4.5
million beneficiaries of state-sponsored health plans in 19 states,
making us the nation’s leading provider of health care solutions for
public programs.
(757) 962-6438
Apexus
www.340bpvp.com
Apexus is HRSA’s Office of Pharmacy Affairs’ awarded contractor serving as the prime vendor for the 340B Drug Pricing Program. Apexus is responsible for securing sub-ceiling discounts
on outpatient drug purchases, other pharmacy related products
and services for eligible safety-net providers participating in the
program.
ApexusAnswers@340BPVP.com
(888) 340-2787
Azara Healthcare Supporter Sponsor
www.azarahealthcare.com
Azara Healthcare, LLC is a leading provider of data driven reporting and analytics for the Community Health marketplace. Azara’s
solutions empower Community Health Centers, Primary Care
Associations and Health Center Controlled Networks to achieve
better patient outcomes and lower healthcare delivery costs. The
company’s flagship product, Azara DRVS, currently manages data
from over 80 Community Health Centers and 7.5 million patient
lives.

BH-Connect/SecureVideo.com
www.bh-connect.com, www.securevideo.com
BH-Connect offers a turnkey integrated behavioral health solution for CHCs. We make Behavioral Health Consultants (BHCs)
available on-demand using videoconferencing technology. The
BHC can address virtually any behavioral health need in the flow
of primary care. Our technology partner, SecureVideo.com, offers
a low-cost, HIPAA complaint telehealth solution that works over
standard computers and internet connections.
tfarris@bh-connect.com
(510) 995-1109
BKD LLP NWRPCA Member
www.bkd.com
A top-tier CPA and advisory firm in the U.S., BKD, LLP, helps
CHCs nationwide with unique financial issues, providing audit, tax,
accounting outsourcing, operations consulting, cost report preparation, strategic positioning and Medicare, Medicaid, and thirdparty reimbursement consulting services to thousands of health
care providers, including approximately 200 CHCs. Experience
objectivity and peace of mind through resources that bring insight
and understanding to improve business performance.
mschnake@bkd.com
(417) 865-8701
CareOregon NWRPCA Annual Silver Sponsor & Member
www.careoregon.org
CareOregon is committed to creating healthy communities for all,
regardless of income or social circumstances. We support Oregon
Health Plan and Medicare members, their families and communities through Coordinated Care Organizations, Oregon’s Health
CO-OP, and Medicare plans. We also offer learning opportunities
to health professionals to improve health delivery nationwide.
ClaimRemedi
www.claimremedi.com
ClaimRemedi’s clearinghouse solutions are designed to accelerate the Claim Life-Cycle with enhanced editing and powerful
analytics, ensuring management and maximization of your CHC’s
revenue. In addition to superior customer support, ClaimRemedi
offers connectivity to all Professional, Institutional, and Dental
payers and seamless integration with your practice management
software for optimal work flow.
crsales@claimremedi.com
(800) 763-8484
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
NWRPCA Annual Gold Sponsor & Member

www.cliftonlarsonallen.com
CliftonLarsonAllen provides audit, tax, consulting, and outsourcing
capabilities to health care providers across the nation. From
offices coast to coast, we serve a multitude of health care
entities including hospitals and health systems, federally qualified
health clinics, senior living providers, physicians and medical
groups, home care and hospice providers and more. For more
information, visit CLAconnect.com.
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Colorado Community Health Network
Advocate Sponsor & CHAMPS Member

www.cchn.org
The Colorado Community Health Network (CCHN) is the unified voice for Colorado’s 18 Community Health Centers (CHCs)
and their patients. CHCs provide a health care home to one in 10
people in Colorado.
info@cchn.org
Community Health Plan of Washington
Pain Management Day Sponsor
NWRPCA Annual Silver Sponsor & Member

www.chpw.org
Community Health Plan of Washington is a local not-for-profit
organization that works in partnership with community health
centers statewide. We reinvest in the community to make quality health care more accessible and affordable. For more than
20 years we have been providing managed care services to the
underserved, and remain the only health plan in the state created
by local community health centers.
(206) 521-8833
Community Health Ventures
NWRPCA Preferred Corporate Partner

www.communityhealthventures.com
Community Health Ventures (CHV) is the business development affiliate of the National Association of Community Health
Centers (NACHC). Founded in 2000, CHV was created under
the direction of health center leadership and tasked with creating
workable solutions to the tremendous economic pressures facing
today’s health centers. By negotiating group-purchasing agreements, staffing solutions, lab agreements and more, CHV helps
health centers reduce costs and remain competitive.
avactor@nachc.com
(301) 347-0400
Council Connections
www.councilconnections.com, www.premierinc.com
Council Connections, a national Group Purchasing Organization and Premier Affiliate offers free access to a comprehensive
savings portfolio that includes thousands of contracts covering all
aspects of an organization’s purchasing from med/surg supplies to
office furniture, car rentals and cell phone services.
info@councilconnections.com
(619) 542-4331
Coverys Advocate Sponsor & NWRPCA Member
www.coverys.com
Washington Casualty Company/Coverys is a leading provider of
professional liability, general liability, directors’ & officers’ liability,
and employment practices liability insurance to community health
centers and critical access hospitals throughout the Pacific Northwest. We are based in the Seattle area and are part of the eightlargest professional liability insurance companies in the nation.
cecker@coverys.com
(800) 772-1201
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Direct Relief
www.directrelief.org/usa
Direct Relief donates medicines and supplies, free of charge,
to 1,100 health centers and clinics. They receive support on an
ongoing basis and during disasters. Donations are shipped to your
center for your low-income, uninsured patients. We are the only
nonprofit licensed to distribute prescription medications in all 50
states.
usaprograms@directrelief.org
(877) 303-7872
Expense Reduction Analysts Advocate Sponsor
www.expensereduction.com
Expense Reduction Analysts (ERA) is a global cost management
consulting firm that assists clients in developing and executing
strategies to improve cash flow and operating budgets. ERA’s
fees are performance based and our industry specialists typically
squeeze out an additional 20% without jeopardizing existing relationships and without forcing clients to use specific vendors.
Group Practice Solutions
www.gpsidental.com
Group Practice Solutions (GPS) provides Community Health
Centers with their most commonly purchased dental supplies and
technology products like digital x-ray sensors, with significant savings. Stop by our booth to register for a chance to win a Mirrorlite
and to request a free savings analysis.
info@gpsidental.com
Henry Schein: Dentrix
www.dentrixenterprise.com
Dentrix® Enterprise is the leading practice management software for community health centers, multi-site dental practices,
hospitals and universities. It is ideal for large dental organizations
that require a centralized database to provide scheduling, billing,
insurance, collections and robust reporting across multiple locations. Its scalable, multi-site logic manages any number of workstations and provides tight security with access to network usage
statistics via one main server—in real time. Dentrix Enterprise will
improve patient care, increase efficiency and grow your revenue.
supporttl@dentrixenterprise.com
(800) 372-4346
Homestreet Bank Advocate Sponsor
www.homestreetbank.com

Jones & Roth, CPAs & Business Advisors
www.jrcpa.com
Jones and Roth CPAs and Business Advisors is currently celebrating 66 years of serving businesses, nonprofit organizations,
individuals and families in Oregon. The firm has offices in Bend,
Eugene and Hillsboro, Oregon. Jones & Roth provides traditional
and non-traditional services, including a Healthcare Team that
supports medical practices and clinics. The firm’s people, culture,
services and contact information can be explored by visiting the
Jones & Roth website at www.jrcpa.com.
Matrix Networks Champion Sponsor
www.matrixnetworks.com
Helping businesses, both big and small, accomplish their IT and
communication goals by delivering innovative solutions supported by integrity, reliability, and genuine customer care. We do IP
Communications for the Growing Business, which encompasses
IP-Voice, Wireless Internet, HD Video Conferencing, and carrier
services. At Matrix Networks, we pride ourselves on three key
attributes: reliability, experience, and professionalism. IP Voice,
Video Conferencing, Wifi, Paging
(503) 654-3000
NWRPCA Preferred Corporate Partner

McKesson
www.mckesson.com

National Network of Libraries of Medicine/PNW
Branch NWRPCA Member
www.nnlm.gov/pnr
The National Network of Libraries of Medicine provides services
to strengthen awareness, access and use of health information
resources by the public and health professionals. We represent
the National Library of Medicine (NLM) to a 5-state region in the
Pacific Northwest. NLM has a suite of free, high-quality information resources.
nnlm@uw.edu
(800) 338-7657
Northwest ADA Center
www.nwadacenter.org
The Northwest ADA Center is the regional Americans with
Disabilities information center for Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and
Washington. This federally-grant funded project is staffed with
highly-educated professionals familiar with all types of disabilityrelated issues and provides technical assistance through a toll-free
number, distance and face-to-face trainings, and site surveys.
nwadactr@uw.edu
(800) 949-4232

Nuvodia
www.nuvodia.com
At Nuvodia, we believe it’s our job to help our clients achieve
excellence. Nuvodia brings a decades-long legacy of providing
information technology services to the healthcare industry. We
come from healthcare and IT—and put our knowledge, experience and passion to work for our clients each and every day.
aspottswood@nuvodia.com
(855) 568-8634
OSIS
www.osisonline.net
OSIS is a non-profit (501c3) technology organization offering
services that enable Federally Qualified Health Centers across
the country to fully adopt NextGen Healthcare’s suite of financial
and clinical solutions. Utilizing tools and optimization methodologies developed specifically for Health Centers to aid in the
delivery of patient care, OSIS automates all program initiatives
to include Meaningful Use, Patient Center Medical Home, and
Population Health.
Scott.heaton@osisonline.net
(513)677-5600
Priority Management Group
www.gopmg.com
Partnering exclusively with CHCs, PMG provides CHCs revenue
cycle management (RCM) services. Whether training, chart
review, billing audits or the full-service RCM (think billing on steroids) PMG makes CHCs more money. With RCM clients in 20+
states, consulting clients in 40+, PMGs experience is unmatched.
Learn more at www.GoPMG.com or contact Carlo Cioffi VP of
Sales and Marketing.
ccioffi@gopmg.com
(401) 616-2041
PTSO Advocate Sponsor & NWRPCA Member
www.ptsowa.org
PTSO is committed to providing community health centers
with effective healthcare technology services and solutions
that enhance patient care and safety while maximizing business
process efficiency. Our collaborative approach to Health Information Technology (HIT) creates integrated systems that facilitate
informed and comprehensive care delivery. Through shared,
cost-effective technology services, PTSO lowers the cost barrier,
enabling CHCs to quickly and successfully implement HIT.
rlacroix@ptsowa.org
(206) 454-2811

NP Solutions
www.NPSol.com
Would more funding from more funding sources and better
financial management make your job an easier endeavor? For 20+
years NP Solutions has been helping health care organizations
with their fundraising, grant management and reporting (financials, payroll, human resources, timesheets, payables/receivables,
purchasing) challenges. Talk to us about our integrated and
stand-alone solutions. NP Solutions, Inc.
bill@NPSol.com
(800) 452-6599
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Quality First Management Solutions, Inc.
www.Qfms.org
PolicyPLUS™ is your online compliance management solution that
can manage your policies, procedures, credentialing, and quality
management. Federal oversight has never been stricter. PolicyPLUS™ is the answer. PolicyPLUS™ has been praised as a quick,
effective and affordable solution to a long term problem. Choose
PolicyPLUS™ for peace of mind.
RChitty@Qfhc.com
(352) 468-1715
Reckitt Benckiser
www.rb.com
StaffCare, Inc.
www.staffcare.com
Staff Care is the nation’s leading locum tenens firm and has been
helping healthcare facilities achieve physician staffing and financial
goals for over 20 years. AMN Healthcare has earned the Joint
commission’s Seal of Approval and utilizes a NCQA Certified
CVO for its locum tenens physicians.
(800) 685-2272
Seattle STD/HIV Prevention Training Center
Advocate Sponsor

www.seattlestdhivptc.org
The Seattle STD/HIV Prevention Training Center provides training and CME/CNE to health care providers on the prevention,
diagnosis, management, and treatment of STDs. We can tailor our
educational and training programs to the unique needs of CHC
providers, and are happy to work with you to assess your training
needs.
aradford@uw.edu
(206) 685-9850
SuccessEHS NWRPCA Member
SuccessEHS equips over 200 CHCs and FQHCs to effectively
manage the clinical and financial information required to meet
federal and community-based health care initiatives. SuccessEHS
is the leader in EHR and EDR technology meeting the needs of
CHCs, public health departments and clinics caring for medically
underserved patient populations.
miken@successehs.com
(661) 206-9029
Tec Laboratories Inc.
www.teclabsinc.com
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan
Keynote Speaker Sponsor & NWRPCA 30th Anniversary Sponsor

www.uhccommunityplan.com
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan participates in programs in 25
states and the District of Columbia, serving approximately 3.9 million beneficiaries of acute and long-term care Medicaid plans, the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), Special Needs Plans
and other federal and state health care programs. UnitedHealthcare
Community Plan’s health plans and care programs are uniquely designed to address the complex needs of the populations they serve.
amina_suchoski@uhc.com
(206) 749-4381
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Washington State Department of Labor and
Industries
www.lni.wa.gov
We will be providing workplace safety and health resources, as
well as information on L&I’s Provider Network (medical providers need to be part of this network in order to receive payment
for treating injured workers); File Fast/on-line claims; and Stay
at Work (financial incentive program for employers to keep
injured workers working through light duty jobs or alternate job
duties).
Lena.Wang@Lni.wa.gov
(360) 902-6037
Walgreens Supporter Sponsor
www.walgreens.com
Walgreens is a leader in providing forward-thinking solutions
for health systems that target their pressing needs to decrease
avoidable readmissions, administer complex programs like
340B, manage more patients and reduce chronic condition
costs. With our transition-of-care solutions, Walgreens coordinates with hospital staff to expand your reach into the community and help maximize outcomes.
Wipfli LLP
www.wipfli.com
Wipfli LLP, a leading-edge Certified Public Accounting and
Consulting firm, provides “one-stop-shopping” for our 600+
clinics and CHCs. Our dedicated healthcare professionals offer a wide range of accounting, cost report, financial/
OMB A-133 audit, tax, information technology, performance
improvement and management consulting services that are
customized to meet your organization’s needs.
kraebel@wipfli.com or gsarchet@wipfli.com
(509) 489-4524
Yakima Valley Farmworkers Clinic
Supporter Sponsor & NWRPCA Member

www.yvfwc.com
The Yakima Valley Farm Workers Clinic provides comprehensive medical, dental and social services in several Pacific Northwest communities. Here you will find healthcare professionals
with a sincere interest in our patients and the communities we
represent. Together we are dedicated to lead, with the courage
to care, the determination to promote personal growth, and
the compassion to champion the cause of those who have no
voice.

THANKS TO OUR
2013 CONFERENCE
PLANNING COMMITTEE
Gregory Waite, DDS • Sun Life Family Health Center
Darren Rahaman, MD • Nevada Health Centers, Inc
Jeanne Ziltener • HealthPoint
Jeff Mengenhausen • Horizon Health Care, Inc.
Tina Pond • Cowlitz Family Health Center
Heather Findlay • Family Health Services
Kathleen Clark • WACMHC
Heidi Baines • Anchorage Neighborhood Health Center
Susan Ault • Idaho PCA
Laurie Francis • Oregon PCA

Katie Bell • Neighborcare Health
Rhonda Hauff • Yakima Neighborhood Health Services
Malcolm Butler, MD • Columbia Valley Community
Health
David Tauben, MD • University of Washington Dept. of
Medicine
Mark Sullivan, MD • University of Washington
Paul Gianutsos, MD • Swedish Family Medicine
Residency Program
Mary Catlin, RN • University of Washington Department
of Family Medicine
Harry Rinehart, MD • The Rinehart Clinic
Jeremy Carroll • Olathe Community Clinic, Inc.
Robert "Max" Maxwell • Oregon PCA
Kent Mosbrucker • Columbia Basin Health Association

Patty Linduska • Alaska PCA

Kristal Albrecht • Columbia Valley Community Health

Bob Wolverton • Northwest Regional Telehealth
Resource Center

Nancy Schnoor • Peninsula Community Health Services
Suzanne Niemi • Bethel Family Clinic

Julie Schmidt • NACHC

Jan Cartwright • Wyoming PCA

Call for Abstracts for
NWRPCA Spring Primary Care Conference
Seattle, May 17 – 20, 2014

Are healthcare reform directives stimulating innovative changes to your health center? Are you making more data-driven
business decisions? Have you discovered successful strategies
for Outreach and Insurance Enrollment? Are you improving employee engagement? Has your clinic developed some
unique best practices? All of these may be of interest to your
CHC colleagues, especially other CEOs, Financial, Operations, HR, IT and Outreach staff as well as clinicians and other
providers.
We invite you to submit your presentation ideas in our online
abstract submission portal by Nov. 25th at www.nwrpca.org/
abstracts. Be recognized as a leader in the CHC community
and beyond.

Topics we are especially interested in (though not limited to):
» Outreach and Insurance Enrollment & Marketplaces
» Health Care Reform
» Patient Center Medical/Health Home
» Patient Engagement
» Outcome Measures
» Recruitment and Retention
» Meaningful Use Stage 2 & 3
» Telehealth and Remote Monitoring
» Emergency Preparedness
» Customer Service
» Clinical Topics related to CHCs
» Community Needs Assessments
» Social Determinants of Health
» Financial Sustainability
» Accountable Care Organizations

If you have questions, please visit our NWRPCA website explanation page at www.nwrpca.org/conferences/submit-anabstract.html. If you need additional help please contact Sadie Agurkis: (206) 783-3004 x 22 or SAgurkis@nwrpca.org.
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Saturday, October 19, 2013
8:00 – 9:00am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer
9:00am – 12:00pm • Conference Sessions (break 10:15 – 10:30am)
Governance
Leadership
Pain Management
PCMH – NCQA Standards
1 - The CHC Board:
The ACO Revolution:
2 - Outreach &
3 - Opioid Treatment of
5 - NCQA’s PCMH 2011
Legal and Financial
Prepare, Negotiate,
(Insurance) Enrollment: Chronic Pain: Set Goals, Recognition and Beyond
Responsibilities
Position Yourself
Strategies for Success
Track Outcomes
Peggy A. Reineking, NCQA;
(Two-day
course;
registration
&
Gervean Williams,
Kristen Stoimenoff, Health David Tauben, MD, and Mark
Jan Loewen, Northwest
NACHC; Marcie Zakheim, fee separate from conference) Outreach Partners; Phillip Sullivan, MD, University of
Permanente
Feldesman Tucker Leifer
Roger Chaufournier and
J. Bergquist, Michigan
Washington
Fidell LLP
Christine St. Andre, CSI
Primary Care Association;
Solutions; David Labby, MD,
Rhonda Hauff, Yakima
HealthShare of Oregon; Darrold
Neighborhood Health
Bertsch, Coal Country CHC
Services
Salon E&F
Harbor
Salon D
Salon A&B
Seaport
12:00 – 1:30pm • Lunch in each breakout room • First visit the buffet in the Ballroom Foyer
1:30 – 4:30pm • Conference Sessions (break 3:00 – 3:15pm)
Governance
Leadership
Pain Management
PCMH – NCQA Standards
1 - The CHC Board:
The ACO Revolution:
2 - Outreach &
4 – Physicians’ Clinical
5 - NCQA’s PCMH 2011
Legal and Financial
Prepare, Negotiate,
(Insurance) Enrollment:
Support System –
Recognition and Beyond
Responsibilities
Position Yourself
Strategies for Success
Buprenorphine
(Continued from am)
1:30 – 5:30 pm
(Continued from am)
(Continued from am)
(Continued from am)
Paul Gianutsos, MD, Swedish
Family Medicine Residency;
Joseph O. Merrill, MD,
Harborview Medical Center

Salon E&F

Harbor

Salon D

Salon A&B

Seaport

Sunday, October 20, 2013
Governance
6 - The CHC Board:
Lead, Advocate & Set
Policy
Gervean Williams, NACHC;
Marcie Zakheim, Feldesman
Tucker Leifer Fidell LLP

Salon E&F

8:00 – 9:00am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer
9:00am – 12:00pm • Conference Sessions (break 10:15 – 10:30am)
Leadership
Operations
Clinical
The ACO Revolution:
7 – Write a Successful
8 – Evidence-Based
Prepare, Negotiate,
330 Grant
Medicine and DataPosition Yourself
Driven Protocols
Beryl Cochran, HRSA

(Continued from Saturday)

PCMH
9 - The NCQA Survey:
Road to Success
9:00am – 10:15am

(retired); Rebecca Johnson,
Community Link Consulting

Robert Moore, MD,
Candace Chitty, Quality First
Partnership
HealthPlan
of
Healthcare Consulting, Inc.
Roger Chaufournier and
California;
Marguerite
Koster,
guest faculty, including
Kaiser Permanente Southern
10 - Coach & Equip a
Clement Bezold (1:30
California;
Charla
Myers
PCMH Workforce
– 3:00pm), Institute for
Parker,
Western
Clinicians
10:30am – 12:00pm
Alternative Futures
Network
David Labby, MD, HealthShare of OR; Mindy Stadtlander, CareOregon; Amireh
Ghorob, UCSF Center for
Excellence in Primary Care
Harbor
Salon D
Salon A&B
Seaport
12:00 – 1:30pm • Lunch on your own

1:30 – 3:00pm • CHC Basics—Are you new to all this? • Andrea Martin, CHAMPS and Seth Doyle, NWRPCA • Executive Boardroom

10

Governance
6 - The CHC Board:
Lead, Advocate & Set
Policy
(Continued from am; ends at
4:00pm)
Salon E&F

1:30 – 4:30pm • Conference Sessions (break 3:00 – 3:15pm)
Leadership
Operations
Clinical
PCMH
The ACO Revolution:
11 - Managing your 330
12 – Implementing
13 - QI for PCMH:
Prepare, Negotiate,
Grant
Care Management for
Systematic & Efficient
Position Yourself
Diabetes
and
Depression
Beryl Cochran, HRSA
Candace Chitty, Quality First
(Continued from am)
(retired); Nancy Schnoor,
Eric Henley, MD, North
Healthcare Consulting, Inc.
Peninsula Community Health
Country Healthcare
Services WA
Harbor
Salon D
Salon A&B
Seaport
4:30 – 6:30pm • NWRPCA Board Meeting • Executive Boardroom
5:00 - 7:00pm • CHAMPS Board Meeting • Salon E&F

6:30 – 8:30pm • Welcome Reception • Salon D

Monday, October 21, 2013
7:30 – 8:30am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer

8:30 – 10:30am • Keynote Plenary with HRSA (Tonya Bowers)
& NACHC (Dan Hawkins) updates & Clement Bezold • Grand Pacific Ballroom
Hospital & CHC Partnership
14 - Hotspotting: ER
Diversion through Care
Coordination
Tran Miers, RN, Chris Hill,
MD, and James Novotny, FNP,
Virginia Garcia MHC; Shelley
Yoder, Providence Health &
Services
Seaport

10:30 – 11:00am • Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
11:00am – 12:30pm • Conference Sessions
HR
Operations/IT
Clinical
15 - Develop your
16 - Meaningful Use
17 - e-Prescribing
Entry-Level Healthcare
Stages 2 & 3:
Controlled Substances
Workforce
Purposeful QI
via EHR
Maile Robidoux Castillo,
Seattle Indian Health Board;
Teri Brogdon, Salud Family
Health Centers

Adele Allison, SuccessEHS

Patty Sand, MD, Charles
Kitzman, and Michael
Vovakes, MD, Shasta CHC

Harbor
Salon A&B
Salon D
12:30 – 1:30pm • Lunch on your own or Clinical Roundtable Lunch • Salon D
1:30 – 3:00pm • Conference Sessions
Hospital & CHC Partnership
HR
Operations/IT
Clinical
19 - ER Diversion:
20 - Physician Workforce
21 - From Data to
22 - Alternative Payment
Partnership to Triage and
Trends: Recruitment &
Action: Measure High
Methodology
Redirect
Retention Opportunities
Performance
and Medicaid:
New Care Models
Sue Veer, Carolina Health
Kurt Thomas Mosley,
David Kleiber, Capital Link
Centers, Inc.
Merritt Hawkins
Laura Byerly, MD, Chris Hill,
MD, and Tran Miers, RN,
Virginia Garcia Memorial
Health Center
Seaport
Harbor
Salon A&B
Salon D
3:00 – 3:30pm • Dessert Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
3:30 – 5:00pm • Conference Sessions
Hospital & CHC Partnership
HR
Operations/IT
Clinical
24 - Access to Specialty
25 - The Education
26 - HIPAA/HITECH
27 – Adapting
Care: Innovative Strategies Health Center: Strategies
Privacy & Security:
Motivational Interviewing
& Practices
for Success
Ready for an Audit?
to Healthcare Settings
Sallie Neillie, Project Access
Northwest
Seaport

Mike Maples, MD,
Community Health of
Central WA; Kiki Nocella,
PhD, Believe Health LLC
Harbor

Fiscal
18 - PIN 2013:01 –
Budget for Success
Mike Holton, Holton
Consulting

Salon E&F

Fiscal
23 - ICD-10: Prepare
by Reviewing your
ICD-9 Mistakes
Ray Jorgensen, PMG

Salon E&F

Fiscal
28 - New GAAP &
Audit Standards

Jay Trinckes, OSIS

Ken Kraybill, Center for Social
Innovation

Paul Bailey and
Kyla Delgado,
CliftonLarsonAllen

Salon A&B

Salon D

Salon E&F

5:00 - 6:00pm • Exhibitor Reception • Ballroom Foyer
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Tuesday, October 22, 2013
7:30 – 8:30am • Registration & Continental Breakfast • Ballroom Foyer
7:30 – 8:15am • Fall Conference '14 Planning Committee Meeting • Executive Boardroom
8:30am – 12:00pm • Health Center Tour: Neighborcare Health’s Rainier Beach Medical and Dental Clinic ($30; please pre-register)
8:30 – 10:00am • Conference Sessions
Community Health
HR/Workforce
Operations
Policy/Environment
Fiscal
Improvement
29 - Embedding
30 - Improve Recruitment 31 - Big Data: Outcomes 32 – Medicaid Expansion: 33 – Outreach Projects:
Education into Clinical
& Retention: Measure
Performance Measured
Opportunities &
Models for Success
Care
Success
Challenges
for
CHCs
Adele Allison, SuccessEHS
Dave Kleiber, Capitol Link;
Cassie Burns, Community
Health Partners

Seaport

Community Health
Improvement
34 - The Health Equity
Project

Abbie Chandler-Doran,
WACMHC; Julie
Weisenburg, Moses Lake
CHC; Susan Chesbrough,
Peninsula Community Health
Services

Roger Schwartz, NACHC

Harbor
Salon A&B
Salon D
10:00 - 10:30am • Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
10:30am - 12:00pm • Conference Sessions
HR/Workforce
Operations/Telehealth
Policy/Environment

35 - Medical Home Care 36 - Telehealth in Primary 37 – Engaging with the
Team: Nurture, Manage & Care: Let’s Get Started
New Marketplaces
Measure
It
Tillman Farley, MD, Salud
Nancy Vorhees, RN,
Rhonda Hauff, Yakima
Family Health Centers;
Frederick Chen, MD,
Northwest Telehealth; Cara
Neighborhood Health
Patricia Dean, Holland and
University of Washington;
Towle, RN, MSN, University
Services; Roger Schwartz,
Hart LLP; Matt Miller and Barbara Trehearne, RN, PhD,
of Washington
NACHC; Bob Marsalli,
Thienan Nguyen, U of CO Group Health; Linda Tieman,
Montana PCA
School of Medicine
RN, Washington Center for
Nursing
Seaport
Harbor
Salon A&B
Salon D
12:00 – 1:00pm • Roundtable Lunches
HR Roundtable Lunch
COO Roundtable Lunch CEO Roundtable Lunch

Community Health
Improvement
39 - Public Health/
Primary Care Learning
Network Collaborative
Bob Marsalli, Montana PCA
Seaport

Candice Hassinger,
Debra Wilkinson, HealthPoint Anita Monoian, YNHS; John
Community Health Partners;
Mengenhausen, Horizon
Barbara McClung, La Clinica
Health Care
del Valle
Harbor
Salon A&B
Salon D
1:00 – 1:30pm • Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer
1:30 – 3:00pm • Conference Sessions
HR/Workforce
Operations/Telehealth
Policy/Environment

Phillip Bergquist Michigan
PCA; Stephanie Denzin,
CCHN

Salon E&F

Fiscal
38 - 340B Pharmacies:
Are you Compliant?
David Fields, BKD LLP

Salon E&F
CFO Roundtable Lunch
Norm Kraft, CFO,
NWRPCA
Salon E&F

40 – HR’s Role in
Building an Effective
PCMH

41 - Mobile
42 – State Payment
43 - Grants Management
Communication
Reform & Value-Based
CFO Guidebook
Technology Drives ValuePay
David Fields, BKD LLP
Based Payment
DaShawn Groves, NACHC;
Nicole Van Borkulo, MEd,
Joseph Humphry, MD,
Elena Thomas Faulkner and
Qualis Health
Lanai CHC
Rachael Tobey, JSI
Harbor
Salon A&B
Salon D
Salon E&F
3:00 – 3:30pm • Dessert Break with Exhibitors • Ballroom Foyer

3:30 – 5:00pm
Closing Plenary: Winston Wong, MD • Exhibitor Drawing • Grand Pacific Ballroom
12

Fiscal

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

SATURDAY

1 - The CHC Board: Legal & Financial
Responsibilities
Track: Governance
Competencies:
» Governance Skills
» Fiscal Responsibility
CEUs: 6 GOV
In this Board “boot camp,” you will learn about critical roles
and responsibilities of a board member so that you will be
able help to build your board into a great one! We will look at
legal and program responsibilities and ask: Are We Doing the
Right Things? Then we will consider financial responsibilities
and find out: What Are We Supposed to be Doing?

Learning Objective 1: Define the outreach and enrollment
provisions under the Affordable Care Act.
Learning Objective 2: List three best practices or strategies
for enrolling individuals into coverage.
Learning Objective 3: Create and/or enhance an outreach
and enrollment plan that works for you in your community.
Presenters: Phillip Bergquist, Director of Health Center
Operations, CHIPRA Project Director, Michigan Primary
Care Association; Kristen Stoimenoff, Deputy Director, Health
Outreach Partners ; Rhonda Hauff, COO/Deputy CEO,
Yakima Neighborhood Health Services

Learning Objective 1: Be able to outline the critical roles
and responsibilities of a board member.
Learning Objective 2: Learn practical approaches to building a great board.
Learning Objective 3: Find out the five essential questions
every board should ask.
Presenters: Marcie Zakheim, Feldesman Tucker Leifer Fidell
LLP; Gervean Williams, Director, Financial Management
Assistance Services, NACHC

2 - Outreach and Enrollment:
Strategies for Success
Track: Community Health Improvement
Competencies:
» Planning & Organizational Skills
» Bridges specific community with health care, government
and social services resources (including health insurance,
food, housing, quality care.)
» Collaborate with community partners (medical and nonmedical)
The Affordable Care Act (ACA) will enable millions of
Americans to enroll in health coverage through Medicaid
expansion and new health insurance Marketplaces. Enrolling eligible individuals into coverage is a key priority for the
nation’s Community Health Centers. As trusted sources of
information in the community, CHCs are well suited to assist
individuals in navigating the coverage options available to
them. With open enrollment underway on October 1st, this
timely workshop will provide the latest information on the
implementation of the ACA, and will engage participants in
a discussion of successes, challenges, effective strategies, and
lessons learned about outreach and enrollment to date.

Improving patient
outcomes through data
Azara Healthcare, LLC is a leading
provider of data driven reporting and
analytics for the Community Health
marketplace. Azara’s solutions
empower Community Health
Centers, Primary Care Associations
and Health Center Controlled
Networks to achieve better patient
outcomes and lower healthcare
delivery costs. The company’s
flagship product, Azara DRVS,
currently manages data from over
80 Community Health Centers and
7.5 million patient lives.
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3 - Opioid Treatment of Chronic Pain:
Set Goals, Track Outcomes
Track: Pain Management
Competencies:
» Change Management
» Understanding of special
populations and community
health issues
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
Part I: The assessment and management of chronic pain
in primary care practice require more information than the
patient’s self-report of pain intensity. The biopsychosocial
patient experience of chronic pain also requires provider
knowledge about patient function, mood, sleep, and risk of
various treatment options. A primary care provider must
quickly and routinely obtain and track this broader scope of
crucial patient input for actionable data to improve quality
and outcomes. Several new tools that permit rapid collection
of these necessary patient-reported multidimensional items
will be described and demonstrated.
Part II: In 2012, in the face of an alarming death rate of nearly
16,000 prescription overdose deaths in the U.S., the FDA
issued a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) for
long-acting, extended-release painkillers. The FDA REMS
requires opioid manufacturers to educate providers on ways
to reduce risks associated with chronic opioid therapy. This
session will introduce UW Medicine’s COPE-REMS course,
one of the first of its kind nationally to respond to this need
and to be fully compliant with the REMS. Expect guidance
about appropriate prescribing decisions, changing dose level,
or discontinuing opioid prescribing. Case-based scenarios will
help providers better navigate encounters with patients who
request opioid treatment of chronic pain. The course stresses
constructive dialogue and collaborative goal setting.
Learning Objective 1: Describe risks of opioid therapy and
recognize tolerance, dependence and addiction.
Learning Objective 2: Learn to negotiate goals for opioid
treatment of chronic pain.
Learning Objective 3: List the six measurements needed
to assess and track chronic pain and collect key pain metrics
using validated instruments.
Presenters: Mark Sullivan, Professor, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, University of Washington; David Tauben, Chief,
Division of Pain Medicine, University of Washington

12:00 – 1:30 pm

Lunch for Pain Management
participants by Community
Health Plan of Washington

4 - Physicians’ Clinical Support
System - Buprenorphine
Track: Pain Management
Competencies:
» Risk Management
» Understanding legal issues
» Understanding of special
populations and community health issues
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
The American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry offers the
new “Half and Half” Course that leads to waiver eligibility to
use buprenorphine in office-based practice for opioid use disorders. It is part of the Physicians’ Clinical Support System for
Buprenorphine (PCSS-B), which is supported by the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration (CSAT/SAMHSA).
Participants are expected to have completed one “half” of
the course via the CD training modules sent out in advance.
The examination covers those modules. The other “half” of
the course is 4.25 hours of face-to-face training with a course
director who has already obtained the waiver and is practicing
with buprenorphine in the community. The training will focus
on clinical vignettes of “real life” experiences in opioid use
disorders treatment and “overview” lectures that will provide
a knowledge base necessary for this practice. The combined
face-to-face and CD training will provide the 8 hours needed
to obtain the waiver to prescribe buprenorphine in officebased treatment of opioid use disorders.
Learning Objective 1: Gain knowledge of how to identify
and treat substance use disorders in outpatient medical settings.
Learning Objective 2: Identify the clinically relevant pharmacological characteristics of buprenorphine.
Learning Objective 3: Describe the resources needed to set
up office-based treatment with buprenorphine for patients
with opioid use disorders.
Presenters: Paul Gianutsos, MD, Interim Program Director,
Swedish Family Medicine Residency Cherry Hill; Joseph Merrill, MD, Medical Director, Harborview Medical Center
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Amerigroup
celebrates
those who
serve others

5 - NCQA’s PCMH 2011 Recognition
and Beyond
Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)
Competencies:
» Change Management
» Integrates various departmental services efficiently
CEUs: 6 CDE, 6 CME, 6 CNE
NCQA will present an update on the Patient Centered
Medical Home 2011 (PCMH 2011) program for veterans of
practice transformation and medical home recognition. We
will discuss how Meaningful Use is integrated into PCMH
standards, and take a deep dive into each PCMH 2011
element to spot challenges and prepare to meet them with
required documentation. Participants will have the opportunity to become briefly acquainted with the PCMH 2014 draft
standards, due for release in early 2014, the Patient Centered
Specialty Program launched earlier this year, and NCQA’s
ACO Accreditation program.
Learning Objective 1: Explain the documentation requirements to achieve Recognition under NCQA’s PCMH 2011.
Learning Objective 2: Follow a proven pathway to practice
transformation and NCQA Recognition.
Learning Objective 3: Predict some of the new standards
coming in NCQA’s PCMH 2014 product.
Presenters: Jan Loewen, Director of Quality Management &
Systems, Northwest Permanente; Peggy Reineking, Director
of Operations, National Committee for Quality Assurance

SUNDAY

6 - The CHC Board: Lead, Advocate &
Set Policy
Track: Governance
Competencies:
» Mission Leadership
» Governance Skills
CEUs: 6 GOV
We will be learning the building blocks of an effective board,
including The Role of the Board in Policy-Making and Advocacy, as well as roles and responsibilities and how to avoid
common pitfalls.
Learning Objective 1: Describe the role of the board members at the local, state and national levels.
Learning Objective 2: Explain the responsibility of the
board in relation to expansion.
Learning Objective 3: Understand responsibilities of the
board related to health care reform.
Presenters: Marcie Zakheim, Partner, Feldesman Tucker
Leifer Fidell LLP; Gervean Williams, Director, Financial
Management Assistance Services, NACHC; Phil Bergquist,
Director of Health Center Operations, Michigan Primary Care
Association

7 - Write a Successful 330 Grant
Track: Operations
Competencies:
» Grant-writing for HRSA grants
What does it take to write an outstanding 330 grant application that fully tells the story of your health center within the
framework of a formal application process? Learn from the
regional expert, Beryl Cochran, and a successful CHC that
dramatically improved its application with the support of
grant writer Rebecca Johnson from Community Link Consulting. You need to write with the reviewer in mind and know
how to effectively complete the forms.

To access presentations and handouts
from the 2013 Fall Primary Care
Conference, go to

www.nwrpca.org/fall2013
Username: fall2013
Password: Transformed2013!
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Learning Objective 1: Understand how to use the guidance
and scoring criteria to tell your story.
Learning Objective 2: Identify steps to completing the
form so it tells your compelling story.
Learning Objective 3: Learn to write with the reviewer in
mind.
Presenters: Beryl Cochran, consultant (former HRSA Project
Officer for Region X); Rebecca Johnson, Health Care & Management Consultant, Community Link Consulting, Inc.

8 - Evidence Based Medicine and
Data-Driven Protocols

9 - The NCQA Survey: Road to
Success

Track: Clinical

Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)

Competencies:
» Role of Clinical director in CHC Environment
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies

Competencies:
» Strategic Planning/Organizational Skills
» Integrates various departmental services efficiently

CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
Discussion leaders will provide case studies of successful
integration of EBM clinical guidelines with data-driven protocols to drive quality improvement initiatives and compliance
with PCMH, MU and third party payer outcome reporting
requirements. Attendees will also be given information on
how to select guidelines and protocols appropriate for their
resource level. Leaders will involve participants in active
discussion following the brief didactic presentations.
Learning Objective 1: Explain how to access evidencebased research protocols.
Learning Objective 2: Understand how to select and design
clinical care pathways.
Learning Objective 3: Learn how to adapt research into
operational protocols.

CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
The presentation will focus on documentation requirements;
best strategies for presenting supporting documentation that
is easy to read, clear and concise; common pitfalls to avoid;
the online application process; and managing the document
library in the web-based survey tool.
Learning Objective 1: Master best practices in organizing
supporting documentation.
Learning Objective 2: Understand the documentation
requirements for PCMH standards.
Learning Objective 3: Learn the survey application and
review process.
Presenter: Candace Chitty, President, Quality First Healthcare Consulting, Inc.

Presenters: Marguerite Koster, Practice Leader, Technology
Assessment & Guidelines Unit, Kaiser Permanente Southern
California; Robert Moore, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Human
Services Dept., Partnership HealthPlan of California; Charla
Parker, CEO, Western Clinicians Network

Tweet This: #FPCC13

NACHC Corporate Compliance Training
Co-produced with NWRPCA

January 22 and 23, 2014 • Portland, Oregon

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
With new promise comes significant new RISK!
Enforcement agencies have new authority. Financial
penalties are likely to increase. The government has newly
established audit programs. Understanding corporate
compliance is now critical!
Feldsman Tucker Leifer Fidell, LLP, presents two days of
intensive training to help you identify financial, clinical and
operational risks and the tools and tips to implement your
health center’s compliance program. Join the incomparable
Zakheim, Falcone and Bree, instructors.
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NWRPCA will underwrite the cost of the toolkit ($200 value)
for each Region X health center that participates in the course!

Details and Registration at

www.NWRPCA.org
Questions?
Call 206-783-3004 x 14

years

NORTHWEST REGIONAL
PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATION
Toward a healthy Northwest since 1983
30th Anniversary Sponsor - UnitedHealthcare Community Plan

10 - Coach & Equip a PCMH
Workforce

11 - Managing your 330 Grant

Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)

Competencies:
» Grants Management

Competencies:
» Planning & Organizational Skills
» Integrates various departmental services efficiently
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Based on the lessons learned from CareOregon’s Primary
Care Renewal Initiative, Patient and Population Centered
Primary Care (PC3) is a curriculum designed to guide clinic
leaders through implementation of the essential elements
of the medical home: leadership, data systems, teams, and
supporting clinic systems. To successfully implement these
changes in clinics, access to a team member who has skills in
facilitating PCMH-based improvements is important. Development of these “coaches,” along with focusing on practical
tools developed in clinic settings, provides a foundation for
change that will allow clinics to be successful in implementing
aspects of the PCMH.
Learning Objective 1: Describe a structured training model
for PCMH implementation.
Learning Objective 2: Describe a train-the-trainer model to
develop PCMH coaches.
Learning Objective 3: Take home several practical tools
that can be used to implement various components of
PCMH.
Presenters: David Labby, MD, Chief Medical Officer, HealthShare of Oregon; Mindy Stadtlander, Clinical Systems Innovation Program Manager, CareOregon; Amireh Ghorob, UCSF
Center for Excellence in Primary Care

To access presentations and handouts
from the 2013 Fall Primary Care
Conference, go to

www.nwrpca.org/fall2013
Username: fall2013
Password: Transformed2013!
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Track: Fiscal

CEUs: 3 CPE
Learn from Beryl Cochran, the expert who wrote the regulations behind the scenes that still govern CHC grants, joined
by Nancy Schnoor, CFO of Peninsula CHS. The session
will cover managing your §330 grant, overall expectations of
grantee fiscal systems, and common deficiencies found by
auditors and site reviewers.
Learning Objective 1: Understand how to manage grantee
fiscal systems.
Learning Objective 2: Recognize deficiencies commonly
found by auditors and site reviewers.
Learning Objective 3: Understand how to manage the
§3430 grant.
Presenters: Beryl Cochran, consultant (former HRSA Project
Officer for Region X); Nancy Schnoor, Chief Financial and
Operations Officer, Peninsula Community Health Services

12 - Implementing Care Management
for Diabetes and Depression
Track: Clinical
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
Join us for an active learning session that will engage participants in a discussion on implementing a care management
program for patients with diabetes or depression. The issues
to be addressed will be derived from NCQA’s PCMH care
management requirements. There will be an initial short
didactic presentation describing the content and challenges
to developing such a program. Participants will then divide
into two groups, for diabetes and depression, for a facilitated discussion comprising the bulk of the session. The two
groups will come back together to share what they’ve learned
and their feelings about the process.
Learning Objective 1: List the key components of a successful care management program.
Learning Objective 2: Describe the requirements of the
NCQA PCMH certification care management element.
Learning Objective 3: Identify one or more metrics that
could be used in a tracking registry for patients with diabetes
or depression.
Presenter: Eric Henley, MD, Chief Medical Officer, North
Country Healthcare

Healthier Patients, Healthier Practices.
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan is pleased to provide Healthy
Options and Basic Health plans to individuals and families throughout
the State of Washington. We aim to make public-sector health care a
better experience for our members, while helping you provide the highest
level of care to your patients.
We are pleased to be the official sponsor of NWRPCA’s 30th
anniversary. Please stop by our booth to learn more about us
and how we support community health in Region X.

13 - QI for PCMH: Systematic &
Efficient
Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)
Competencies:
» Integrates various departmental services efficiently
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies
CEUs: 3 CDE, 3 CME, 3 CNE
Improving the quality of care and utilization of services are
fundamental concepts embraced in “meaningful use” criteria.
This two-part presentation ties together quality improvement program development, implementation, and appropriate
documentation of program activities. This includes the importance of maintaining current clinical and quality management
policies and procedures, systems to track and monitor ongoing
and meaningful quality improvement activities across the health
center, and other activities to ensure positive system-wide performance outcomes.
Learning Objective 1: Define the structural components
necessary to implement an effective quality management
program.
Learning Objective 2: Explain the principles and practice of a
systematic approach to quality.
Learning Objective 3: Describe how to implement the continuous quality improvement process.
Presenter: Candace Chitty, President & CEO, Quality First
Healthcare Consulting, Inc.

1:30 – 3:00 pm

CHC Basics – Are you new to all this?
Competencies:
» Supports Mission/Vision
New to the CHC family? If you are a new grantee or a staff
person or board member new to the FQHC, please join us to
learn about the Community Health Center system, including
the history, organization, and program expectations for CHCs.
Also discussed will be the lead agencies and organizations that
support and collaborate with CHCs and the legislation and
policies that affect them.
Learning Objective 1: Explain the core history and mission
of the CHC system.
Learning Objective 2: List key legislation and policies related
to the CHC system.
Learning Objective 3: Identify lead agencies and organizations that collaborate with and support CHCs.
Presenters: Andrea Martin, Workforce Development &
Member Services Director, CHAMPS; Seth Doyle, Community
Health Improvement Program Manager, NWRPCA

MONDAY

14 - Hotspotting: ER Diversion
through Care Coordination
Track: Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH)
Competencies:
» Participating in Collaboratives
» Integrates various departmental services efficiently
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Hospital and ER use can be reduced through a partnership between the hospital and the CHC. Virginia Garcia’s
Community Care Coordination Team, consisting of an
FNP, MH Therapist and Community Outreach Worker,
has reduced the cost and number of patients either
referred to them by Providence St. Vincent’s Hospital’s
in-patient or ER or identified by the team as high users.
The team accomplished this by intensive management of
patients, including making home visits and identifying and
assisting with social, psychological, and/or addiction issues
(homelessness, anxiety, depression, and substance abuse,
often in combination). The team works with the hospital’s
ER guides, in-patient care managers, and complex-care
committee to optimize the care of these patients.

retention programs. The primary goal of these projects was to
build up human capacity to the full extent of workforce needs
while providing culturally competent and patient-centered
care. This session will share best practices and lessons learned
from these two projects with the intent to help drive similar initiatives throughout the community health center marketplace.
Learning Objective 1: Identify techniques to create successful entry-level recruitment pipelines.
Learning Objective 2: List three cost-effective staff development strategies.
Learning Objective 3: Identify three ways that commitment
to human capital helps change organizational culture.
Presenters: Teri Brogdon, Education & Training Design Director, Salud Family Health Centers; Maile Robidoux Castillo,
Human Resources Director, Seattle Indian Health Board

Learning Objective 1: Identify roles and responsibilities
of each member of the Community Care Coordination
Team
Learning Objective 2: Define a workflow that supports
the patients on the Community Care Coordination Team
Learning Objective 3: Define the model of care for the
Community Care Coordination Team
Presenters: Christian Hill, MD, Associate Medical Director, Tran Miers, RN, Clinical Program Director, and James
Novotny, RN, MSN, FNP-BC, Community Care Coordination Team Leader, Virginia Garcia Memorial Health Center;
Shelley Yoder, Program Manager, Population Health Initiatives - Community Health Division, Providence Health and
Services

15 - Develop your Entry-Level
Healthcare Workforce
Track: HR/Workforce
Competencies:
» Cultural Competency
» Recruitment and hiring of staff
» Administering staff retention strategies
CEUs: 1.5 HR
The RCHN Foundation supported the Seattle Indian
Health Board and Salud Family Health Centers in the creation of innovative workforce entry-level recruitment and
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16 - Meaningful Use Stages 2 & 3:
Purposeful QI

17 - e-Prescribing Controlled
Substances via EHR

Track: Operations

Track: Clinical

Competencies:
» Knowledge of Information Management
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies
» Improves the efficiency of the organization through
smooth movement of data.

Competencies:
» Oversees Electronic Medical Records system
» Assists in implementation of EMR and other telehealth
modalities.

CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Meaningful Use is steeped in measures. But the true measure
of a CHC’s success with Meaningful Use goes beyond meeting the performance measures. Practice redesign should
create an improved status quo and solve identified problems.
Move from merely complying with guidelines to a mindset of
purposeful quality improvement -- transforming from “what
I have to do” to “what I want to achieve.” Also, learn what the
policymakers have in store for the shift to Stage 3, including
pulling patient-generated health information into the EHR
and advanced production health information exchange.
Learning Objective 1: Evaluate the use of Stage 2 Meaningful Use measures for patient care improvement.
Learning Objective 2: Compare and contrast strategies of
effective practice redesign.
Learning Objective 3: Identify a plan to evaluate required
Health IT and workflows to create enhanced performance.
Presenter: Adele Allison, National Director of Government
Affairs, SuccessEHS

CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
An Electronic Health Record (EHR) needs to include not
only documentation of retrievable clinical material, but also
should allow for multiple other clinical enhancements, including quick and easy access for referrals, electronic interaction with pharmacies, and monitoring of possible misuse by
employees. This session will discuss how to set up your EHR
to perform these functions in a way that will make the most of
your electronic system.
Learning Objective 1: Learn how to use your EHR system
for community outreach and electronic prescribing of controlled substances.
Learning Objective 2: Define what would be useful in your
Document Library.
Learning Objective 3: Identify three factors in your staff’s
EHR usage that should be monitored.
Presenters: Charles Kitzman, Chief Information Officer,
Shasta Community Health Center; Patty Sand, MD, Chief
Medical Officer, Shasta Community Health Center; Michael
Vovakes, MD, Medical Director of Information Technology,
Shasta Community Health Center

The WCN Clinic Library is an online clinical decision support library

developed for and maintained by community health center clinical leaders.
Memberships start at just $150 per provider before group discounts and include a subscription to BMJ Best Practice.
Clinic Library Features:
• Allow clinicians to work at the top of their license by providing convenient access to high quality point-of-care tools for primary care clinicians who are researching clinical or health care service questions
• Support PCMH transformation process with access to well vetted tools
for achieving all levels of certification and culture shift toward patient
centered care.
• Give immediate access to clinical decision support tools via BMJ Best
Practice, a point-of-service comprehensive library of expert opinion,
guidelines, and carefully documented evidence in a single, easy-to-use
interface
• Provide online CME through BMJ from research done while seeing patients, making it a paradigm for clinically relevant continuing education.
• Offer a live forum for colleague discussion Q&A
• Offer comprehensive drug information
• Provide 24/7 access to information from any internet enabled device,
including smart phones and tablets.

Join WCN Clinicians in Conference
Conversations on Implementing
EBM Guidelines
• Eric Henley, MD, Implementing
Care Management for Diabetes and
Depression
• Robert L. Moore, MD, EvidenceBased Medicine and Data-Driven
Protocols
• Patty Sand, MD, Prescribing Controlled Substances via EHR
• Winston Wong, MD, Closing Plenary
• Carl Heard, MD, Clinic Library Medical Director and attendee
• Mike Witte, MD, BOD President and
attendee

Contact us » (530) 383-5030 » www.westerncliniciansnetwork.net

18 – PIN 2013:01 – Budget for Success
Track: Fiscal
Competencies:
» Financial Accountability
» Budgeting and Long-range fiscal planning
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
While making important forecasting and day-to-day operational decisions, a good understanding of the process and
components of an annual operational budget is necessary to
ensure that trend reporting on activities, patient revenues,
accounts receivable and costs are included. With a new draft
Policy Information Notice from HRSA, there are specific requirements associated with federal versus non-federal funds
budgeting and accounting. There will also be budgeting for
excess program income and a need to understand information related to budgeting for out-of-scope dollars. This
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presentation will give attendees an understanding of the key
components of an operational budget and the forecasting
methodologies unique to the health center industry.
Learning Objective 1: Identify the essential components of
budgeting in health centers and explain the importance of
the annual budget for financial success.
Learning Objective 2: Describe how operational and
federal grant application budgets should be approached
differently.
Learning Objective 3: Explain the implications of the new
HRSA Policy Information Notice for budgeting and accounting for federal versus non-federal funds.
Presenter: Mike Holton, President/CEO, Holton Healthcare
Consulting, Inc.

12:30 – 1:30 pm

Clinical Roundtable Lunch

20 - Physician Workforce Trends:
Recruitment & Retention
Opportunities
Track: HR/Workforce
Competencies:
» Recruitment and hiring of staff
» Administering staff retention strategies
CEUs: 1.5 HR

19 - ER Diversion: Partnership to
Triage and Redirect
Track: Operations
Competencies:
» Participating in Collaboratives
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Learn about a successful Hospital/Health Center partnership
that reduces the use of the ER for primary care, minimizes
the hospital’s risk for inpatient readmission, and improves the
health outcomes of the community. Carolina Health Centers,
Inc. (CHC) Laurens County Community Care Center (LC4)
serves as a traditional Primary Care Medical Home as well
as a Medical Home Referral site for the adjacent hospital’s
emergency department. Patients presenting to the ER are
medically screened, and those not meeting emergency criteria are offered the option of a referral to LC4 to be seen by
a primary care provider. Essential data is transferred with the
patient to minimize redundancy, and the patient is educated
about the importance of and appropriate use of a primary
care medical home and scheduled for appropriate follow-up.
Learning Objective 1: Cite specific data demonstrating that
the use of the ER for primary care is a widespread problem
as well as an opportunity for collaborative transformation.
Learning Objective 2: Review the law (EMTALA) and
“debunk” the misunderstandings that present a barrier to
medical home referral models.
Learning Objective 3: List the key success factors for an
effective emergency department care coordination project.
Presenter: Sue Veer, President and CEO, Carolina Health
Centers, Inc.

Health care reform and the evolving market are shaping who
doctors are and how they practice medicine. With physicians’
changing needs, what are the keys to successful physician recruitment and retention for our health centers? Drawing from
data collected through one of the largest physician surveys
ever conducted in the United States, join us to understand
who physicians are, how they practice, their morale and their
views on today’s healthcare system.
Learning Objective 1: List examples of the effect of Health
Reform on Community Health Centers.
Learning Objective 2: Describe emerging physician practice models and compensation trends.
Learning Objective 3: Explain physician recruiting and
retention strategies for CHCs.
Presenter: Kurt Thomas Mosley, Vice President, Strategic
Alliances, Merritt Hawkins

21 - From Data to Action: Measure
High Performance

22 - Alternative Payment Methodology
and Medicaid: New Care Models

Track: Operations

Track: Clinical

Competencies:
» Strategic Planning/Organizational Skills
» Improves the efficiency of the organization through
smooth movement of data.

Competencies:
» Change Management
» Ability to manage clinic for overall productivity

This session will explore the methodology of managing the
transition of data from information to knowledge to action.
We will discuss the difference between calculating outputs
and measuring outcomes. We will explore the basics of the
“Logic Model” of management to identify what’s important
and how to transform limited resources into significant improvements. We will touch on the importance of measuring
all activities of your organization: governance, administrative
and clinical operations, and finance. You will gain an understanding of the obstacles we face as well as an introduction to
the tools needed to thrive in this new environment.
Learning Objective 1: List examples of the effect of Health
Reform on Community Health Centers.
Learning Objective 2: Describe methods of measuring
inputs, outputs and outcomes.
Learning Objective 3: Describe how to convert data and
information into usable knowledge and transform knowledge
into action.
Presenter: David Kleiber, Project Consultant, Capital Link

12-02554_PTS_AD_PTSOTradeshowAd-Prod-OL.indd 1

CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Alternative Payment Methodology for Medicaid patients has
changed our model of care. Being paid for caring for a population of patients (PMPM) has permitted us to change the way
we provide care. We are now using telephone visits with the
provider, phone or in-person visits with a clinical pharmacist,
group visits, and joint DM visits with RN, BHP and/or provider.
We are focused on establishing patients who are assigned to us
but have not yet come in. This is the single most effective way
of reducing ED use and also supports the new model of care.
Learning Objective 1: Examine the changing model of care
for Medicaid patients.
Learning Objective 2: Understand the impact of Alternative
Payment Methodology.
Learning Objective 3: Explain how this model results in
reduction of Emergency Room use.
Presenters: Laura Byerly, MD, Co-Medical Director, Christian
Hill, MD, Associate Medical Director, and Tran Miers, RN,
Clinical Program Director, Virginia Garcia Memorial Health
Center

9/24/12 9:30 AM

23 - ICD-10: Prepare by Reviewing
your ICD-9 Mistakes
Track: Fiscal
Competencies:
» Knowledge of information management
» Role of CFO in CHC environment
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
What does it mean to be ICD-10 ready? Curious how your
CHC peers are doing in terms of preparation? What does an
ICD-9 audit look like (to see how far you need to go to prepare your CHC for ICD-10) AND what results are desirable?
Attend this session to learn what tactical coding preparations are necessary for ICD-10. Understand why and how an
ICD-9 audit readies you for ICD-10. See examples from real
CHCs and what their audits demonstrate about providers’
ICD coding now and implications for ICD-10.
Learning Objective 1: Understand how an ICD-9 audit can
help you prepare and enhance your own Health Centers
training program for ICD-10.
Learning Objective 2: Learn what other CHC’s peers are
doing in terms of preparation for ICD-10.
Learning Objective 3: Understand the technical and tactical aspects of preparing for ICD-10.
Presenter: Ray Jorgensen, President & CEO, PMG, Inc.

24 - Access to Specialty Care:
Innovative Strategies & Practices
Track: Operations
Competencies:
» Understanding of special populations and community
health issues
» Supervises clinical staff and resources
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Healthcare reform is a national and state policy issue while
the delivery of health care itself is local. Local solutions to
access care will continue to be important in implementing
health care reform. This session will feature strategies used
by Project Access Northwest to address issues, opportunities
and challenges to CHC patient access across the continuum
of care. Participants will have the opportunity to explore application of these strategies in their own communities and the
changing healthcare environment.

Learning Objective 2: Identify opportunities for collaboration in accessing specialty care.
Learning Objective 3: Understand challenges to patient
access across the continuum of care.
Presenter: Sallie Neillie, Executive Director, Project Access
Northwest

25 - The Education Health Center:
Strategies for Success
Track: HR/Workforce
Competencies:
» Precepting medical students
» Recruitment and hiring of staff
CEUs: 1.5 HR
Integrating clinician training into the health center setting has
proven to be effective not only as a recruitment strategy (i.e.,
the “grow your own” model), but also as a powerful retention
tool, as demonstrated in a recent University of Washington
study showing significantly greater clinician job satisfaction when the clinicians were involved in teaching. National
Graduate Medical Education experts from the CHC world
will discuss the strategies, benefits, and challenges of becoming an education health center, including the main models
and best practices in GME, tips on what you must know,
and the latest update on the HRSA-funded Teaching Health
Center program.
Learning Objective 1: Describe the structure and stages of
the three main models for becoming an EHC.
Learning Objective 2: Create a map of what will be needed
to approach potential hospital partners in your region.
Learning Objective 3: Develop a checklist of what you will
need to articulate to your Board.
Presenters: Mike Maples, MD, CEO, Community Health of
Central Washington; Kiki Nocella, Principal, BelieveHealth,
LLC

Tweet This: #FPCC13

Learning Objective 1: Explore potential local strategies to
improve access.
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26 - HIPAA/HITECH Privacy &
Security: Ready for an Audit?
Track: Operations
Competencies:
» Risk Management
» Manages the IT requirements for the CHC
» Understands existing and emerging technologies
The final Omnibus Rule that modifies the HIPAA/HITECH
Privacy, Security, Enforcement, and Breach Notification Rules
is in effect. Among the changes is an increased ability for
the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) to enforce compliance. By
September 23, 2013, all covered entities, business associates,
and subcontractors of business associates are required to be
compliant with these sweeping changes. With stiff penalties
being awarded for noncompliance, is your organization prepared for an audit? This program was developed to articulate
your responsibilities under the HIPAA/HITECH Privacy and
Security Rules, help you identify your stage in compliance,
and provide tools to lead you toward an effective compliance
program.
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Learning Objective 1: Explain how the final Omnibus Rule
modifies the HIPAA/HITECH Privacy and Security Rules.
Learning Objective 2: Assess your organization’s current
level of risk and stage in overall compliance.
Learning Objective 3: Implement a plan for an on-going
compliance program.
Presenter: Jay Trinckes, Vice President of Information Security, OSIS

27 - Adapting Motivational
Interviewing to Healthcare Settings

28 - New GAAP and Audit Standards

Track: Clinical

Competencies:
» Knowledge of General Accounting/Bookkeeping Principles
» Audit Requirements for Grantors/Funders

Competencies:
» Understanding of special populations and community
health issues
» Systems innovator for organization
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
A patient’s commitment to health behavior change is a key
challenge in health care. Motivational Interviewing (MI) is
effective in strengthening people’s motivation to change
health behaviors related to diet, exercise, substance misuse,
smoking, diabetes management, depression management,
medication adherence, and AIDS risk reduction. Participants
in this interactive workshop will learn about the mindset and
core interviewing skills of MI and practical ways to use this
approach through information, video examples, discussion,
and practice opportunities.
Learning Objective 1: Describe the four elements of the MI
mindset.
Learning Objective 2: Explain how behavioral change happens from an MI perspective.

Track: Fiscal

CEUs: 1.5 CPE
The session will cover emerging issues that will potentially
affect policy, procedures, and operations within CHCs.
Discussion to include but not limited to: sliding fee, financial
management, data collection form, generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), and A-133 audit requirements.
Learning Objective 1: Describe proposed accounting and
regulatory changes.
Learning Objective 2: Discuss actual and potential effects
on operations as a result of various proposals.
Learning Objective 3: Identify changes to CHC policies
and procedures to mitigate impact.
Presenters: Paul Bailey, CPA, Partner, and Kyla Delgado,
Senior Auditor, Clifton LarsonAllen LLP

Learning Objective 3: Demonstrate basic MI interviewing
skills in simulated brief encounters.
Presenter: Ken Kraybill, Director of Training, Center for Social
Innovation
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TUESDAY
8:30 am – 12:00 pm • $30

Health Center Tour Neighborcare Health’s
Rainier Beach Medical
and Dental Clinics

29 - Embedding Education into
Clinical Care
Track: Community Health Improvement
Competencies:
» Planning & Organizational Skills
» Collaborate with community partners (medical and nonmedical)
CEUs: 1.5 CDE, 1.5 CME, 1.5 CNE
Access to health care is only one part of improving health.
Many social determinants of health theories assert that access to quality health care services determines about 10%
of health outcomes, while behavioral patterns and social
circumstances can impact up to 55% of health outcomes.
The Embedding Education into Clinical Care project aims to
break the cycles of poverty that cause poor health by embedding educational programming into health centers. During
this session, participants will explore the Embedding Education into Clinical Care web-based toolkit, a curriculum focusing on the core elements necessary to integrate educational
programs into health centers.
Learning Objective 1: Define the social determinants of
health, particularly the role of education in health.
Learning Objective 2: Use an on-line toolkit curriculum for
embedding education into clinical practice.
Learning Objective 3: Identify opportunities and barriers
for integrating educational programs into health centers.
Presenter: Cassie Burns, Director of Education, Community
Health Partners
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30 - Improve Recruitment and
Retention: Measure Success
Track: HR/Workforce
Competencies:
» Recruitment and hiring of staff
» Administering staff retention strategies
CEUs: 1.5 PHR
Collecting metrics can improve organizational decision-making, affecting recruitment and retention practices. Washington State Health Centers participated in a 2012 Human
Resources Metrics Pilot project and collected data from 20
CHCs on 12 different human resources metrics such as turnover, tenure and time to fill vacancies. Join us to learn about
project implementation, aggregate data findings, lessons
learned, and next steps addressing the findings!
Learning Objective 1: Describe how a successful statewide
metrics collection program can be implemented.
Learning Objective 2: Identify two reasons for doing a
statewide collection program to improve overall CHC effectiveness.
Learning Objective 3: Identify three “best practices” that
affect recruiting and retention processes.
Presenter: Abbie Chandler-Doran, Workforce Development Specialist, Washington Association of Community and
Migrant Health Centers ; Julie Weisenburg, HR Director,
Moses Lake CHC; Susan Chesbrough, HR Director, Peninsula
Community Health Services

31 - Big Data: Outcomes Performance
Measured
Track: Operations
Competencies:
» Budgeting and Long-range fiscal planning
» Knowledge of Information Management
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies
Big data is here. Health care reform reimbursement designs
and public transparency directly link providers to pre-determined treatment benchmarks, including patient satisfaction
scores. This session offers just-in-time analysis of critical quality interventions at play in various federal programs. Learn
about the use of health IT to equip your clinic to measure
quality outcomes, apply performance-based learning and
produce tactical decision-making. Understand how measures
are being leveraged to inform the public on clinical quality
performance through Internet provider sourcing sites, including the CMS Physician Compare tool.

Learning Objective 1: Differentiate approaches in developing evidence-based clinical interventions by third parties to
measure performance.
Learning Objective 2: Understand how health data will be
used to gauge provider quality outcomes for reimbursement
and public perception.
Learning Objective 3: Recognize how to use health IT and
data to measure the impact of interventions and demonstrate quality performance.
Presenter: Adele Allison, National Director of Government
Affairs, SuccessEHS

32 – Medicaid Expansion:
Opportunities & Challenges for
CHCs
Track: Policy/Environment
Competencies:
» Knowledge of Public Policy and Advocacy
This session will review the status of Medicaid expansions (or
lack thereof) nationally, with a particular focus on Region VIII
and X states, and will explore the related issues, opportunities and challenges facing health centers. The presenter, a
national expert, will outline the relevant federal regulations

and protections afforded to health centers and dialogue with
the audience on how these are being addressed within “Region 18” states. This session will also introduce key issues and
concepts involving the Medicaid expansion-new marketplace
dynamic that the subsequent policy session will “dive into”
more deeply.
Learning Objective 1: Provide national perspective on
Medicaid expansion per federal regulations.
Learning Objective 2: Describe the impact on Region VIII
and X states and explore related issues for CHCs.
Learning Objective 3: Describe key connections between
Medicaid expansion and Insurance Marketplaces dynamics.
Presenter: Roger Schwartz, Associate VP, Executive Branch
Liaison, NACHC

To access presentations and handouts
from the 2013 Fall Primary Care
Conference, go to

www.nwrpca.org/fall2013
Username: fall2013
Password: Transformed2013!

33 – Outreach Projects: Models for
Success
Track: Fiscal
Competencies:
» Planning and Organizational Skills
» Role of CFO in CHC Environment (Healthcare operational expertise)
» Knowledge of Public Policy and Advocacy
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
This session comes only two weeks after the official beginning of enrollment activities around the newly insurable
populations under the Affordable Care Act. The speakers will
describe methodologies for tracking the results of outreach
efforts and will provide early feedback from the field about
what appears to be working and what is not. The stakes are
high – every uninsured patient that is enrolled under Medicaid or the new Health Insurance Exchanges represents a significant positive swing in a center’s revenue/expense model.
Given the huge amount of negative press about “Obamacare,” it will be fascinating to hear what the speakers (and
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audience members) can report about the public reaction to
outreach efforts. Every health center is involved and every
center stands to benefit from the success of outreach efforts,
so we can all benefit from some real-time lessons. If you think
you’ll have some early success to report or even some “war
stories” – we want to hear about it - please join us!
Learning Objective 1: Better understand how centers
around the country are implementing their outreach strategies.
Learning Objective 2: Learn ways to track the fiscal implications of your outreach program.
Learning Objective 3: Learn about the reporting requirements and outcome measurements for the HRSA O&E
funding.
Presenters: Dave Kleiber, Project Consultant, Capital Link;
Phillip Bergquist, Director of Health Center Operations,
Michigan Primary Care Association; Stephanie Denzin,
Covering Kids and Families Outreach Coordinator, Colorado
Community Health Network

34 - The Health Equity Project
Track: Community Health Improvement
Competencies:
» Planning & Organizational Skills
» Conduct Community Health Assessments
» Collaborate with community partners (medical and nonmedical)
Community Health Centers offer a variety of integrated programs and wrap-around services. However, legal needs such
as uninhabitable housing conditions, financial exigencies, domestic violence, or immigration oftentimes remain unmet for
many health center patients. Having access to legal services
through a Community Health Center can greatly improve
the health of individuals with limited resources. This session
describes the implementation of one such program in Colorado, at Salud Family Health Centers, that brings together
health professionals, law students, medical students, public
health students, and attorneys to collaboratively address the
social determinants of patients’ health.

Learning Objective 1: List five important areas of legal
need of health center patients.
Learning Objective 2: Define three important characteristics of an integrated medical legal partnership.
Learning Objective 3: Identify potential obstacles in developing a medical legal partnership.
Presenters: Tillman Farley, MD, Executive Vice President of
Medical Services, Salud Family Health Centers; Patricia (Pia)
Dean, Partner, Holland and Hart, LLP; Matt Miller, Medical
student, and Thienan Nguyen, Medical student, University of
Colorado School of Medicine

Tweet This: #FPCC13
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35 - Medical Home Care Team:
Nurture, Manage & Measure It
Track: HR/Workforce
Competencies:
» Teambuilding
» Integrates various departmental services efficiently
CEUs: 1.5 PHR
The Medical/Health Home is familiar to many of us, from its
collaborative “birth” several years ago to its unfolding in many
organizations today. This presentation explores the concepts
of building a strong philosophy and foundation for a MH/
HH team, and invites participant discussion about potential
barriers and facilitators to success, and how to manage, measure, and nurture a successful team.
Learning Objective 1: Identify at least two conditions that
must exist to build a successful MH team.
Learning Objective 2: Identify at least two new behaviors/
skills that each team member must have for success.
Learning Objective 3: Identify at least two measures of successful MH team functioning.
Presenters: Frederick Chen, MD, Associate Professor,
University of Washington School of Medicine; Linda Tieman,
Executive Director, Washington Center for Nursing; Barbara
Trehearne, RN, PhD, Group Health Cooperative

36 - Telehealth in Primary Care: Let’s
Get Started
Track: Telehealth
Competencies:
» Understanding of special populations and community
health issues
» Assists in implementation of EMR and other telehealth
modalities.
Getting involved in Telemedicine/Telehealth is a good idea
for a primary care practice, allowing primary care providers
to make specialty care available to patients electronically.
But several questions must be answered before a Primary
Care Provider can justify the expense of joining a Telehealth
network. How does a provider find a network in the area and
how does he or she go about joining that network? What kind
of equipment is needed in the practice and how will it be paid
for? How does a practice recover the cost of equipment and
staff salaries? These questions and more will be answered by
presenters with deep understanding and knowledge of Telehealth and the challenges faced by primary care providers.
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Learning Objective 1: Describe the advantages of using
Telehealth in rural areas.
Learning Objective 2: Explain how to find, evaluate and
join a network.
Learning Objective 3: Define the financial considerations in
Telehealth and strategize expense recovery.
Presenters: Cara Towle, RN, Director of Telehealth Services,
University of Washington; Nancy Vorhees, COO, Northwest
Telehealth

37 – Engaging with the New
Marketplaces
Track: Policy/Environment
Competencies:
» Strategic Planning/Organizational Skills
This session will build upon the preceding Medicaid Expansion session, with a focus on health center issues, opportunities and challenges related to the new Marketplaces (Exchanges) in two states—one that elected to expand Medicaid
(WA), the other that didn’t (MT). The presenters will outline
the status and key issues of Marketplace development in
“Region 18” states, then explore specific concerns and opportunities related to O&E certification training, partnering, and
implementation, contracting with Qualified Health Plans, and
engaging with the Marketplace “structures” and processes in
their respective states.
Learning Objective 1: Describe how access to Medicaid
expansion is affecting your state.
Learning Objective 2: Describe how Navigators/In Person
Assisters can help consumers access coverage
Learning Objective 3: Describe role of outreach in states
based on whether or not they are expanding Medicaid.
Presenters: Rhonda Hauff, COO / Deputy CEO, Yakima
Neighborhood Health Services; Roger Schwartz, Associate
VP, Executive Branch Liaison, NACHC; Bob Marsalli, Executive Director, Montana Primary Care Association

38 - 340B Pharmacies: Are you
Compliant?
Track: Fiscal
Competencies:
» Compliance/Legal Expertise
» Risk Management

Learning Objective 2: Explain some important controls that
you should have in place for your 340B program.
Learning Objective 3: Describe some best practices and
practical tips for improving your program.
Presenter: David Fields, Senior Manager, BKD, LLP

CEUs: 1.5 CPE
The 340B drug-pricing program that many health care organizations have an opportunity to participate in continues to
be under scrutiny from regulators and the press. Many health
centers have chosen to use contract pharmacies to access the
340B program. These health centers have incorrectly assumed that, because they have outsourced the program, it is
being managed appropriately, and if it is not, they will not be
held responsible. We will discuss come common pitfalls, some
important controls and some best practices. Whether your
pharmacy is in-house or contract, it is important to understand that you are the covered entity and the federal government is holding your organization directly accountable.

12:00 – 1:00 pm

Roundtable Lunches
(HR, COO, CEO, CFO)

Learning Objective 1: List some common mistakes being
made by health centers with their 340B programs.
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39 - Public Health/Primary Care
Learning Network Collaborative
Track: Community Health Improvement
Competencies:
» Participating in Collaboratives
» Knowledge of quality improvement systems and strategies
The Montana Primary Care Association (MPCA) has developed a strong partnership with the Montana Department
of Public Health and Human Services (DPHHS). MPCA
and DPHHS have successfully leveraged chronic disease
prevention funding from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) to develop learning networks among
Community Health Centers that develop quality improvement knowledge and skills focusing on UDS measures.
Participation by CHCs is rewarded with stipends contingent
upon reaching agreed upon objectives developed by MPCA
and DPHHS.
Learning Objective 1: Develop a credible Memorandum of
Agreement with clear roles and responsibilities.
Learning Objective 2: Design a learning network among
CHCs that teaches key quality improvement skills and
knowledge.
Learning Objective 3: Strengthen collaboration with state
and/or local public health entities and primary care providers.
Presenter: Bob Marsalli, Executive Director, Montana Primary
Care Association

40 - HR’s Role in Building an
Effective PCMH
Track: HR/Workforce
Competencies:
» Administering staff retention strategies
» Knowledge of Quality improvement strategies
CEUs: 1.5 PHR
Join us for a peer-to-peer facilitated conversation to share
your insights, best practices and approaches for building
and sustaining an effective Patient Centered Medical Home
(PCMH). Explore relevant issues identified as impacting
Human Resources and health center workforce during this
dynamic transition, and bring away tools and resources
for improving outcomes within your organization. Plan on
participating in a creative, interactive session of best-practice
sharing!
Learning Objective 1: Identify three critical and strategic
roles of HR in the development and maintenance of a successful PCMH.
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Learning Objective 2: Identify two resources helpful in
building an effective PCMH.
Learning Objective 3: Share, review and identify partner
CHC best practices and practical tools for building an effective PCMH.
Presenter: Nicole Van Borkulo, MEd, Senior Consultant,
Qualis Health

41 - Mobile Communication
Technology Drives Value-Based
Payment
Track: Telehealth
Competencies:
» Understanding of special populations and community
health issues
» Understands existing and emerging technologies
Telehealth is currently in a period of rapid transformation,
using mobile tablets/cell phones as the communication platform that will forever change the way health care is delivered.
Using Lanai Community Health Center as the model, this
presentation provides a review of the current technology,
a framework for the implementation of community-based
care for chronic conditions and the use of these new technologies to increase patient contact, aggregate data and
allocate resources. The presentation will include discussion
of value-based payment and the need for innovative models
of chronic care management to compete in the new market
place.
Learning Objective 1: Describe the basics of employing the
current and evolving communication and remote monitoring
technologies in a health center.
Learning Objective 2: Explain how the healthcare delivery
model needs to change to take advantage of new technologies.
Learning Objective 3: List elements of value-based payment in the primary care setting that require new models of
care.
Presenter: Joseph Humphry, Medical Director, Lanai Community Health Center

42 - State Payment Reform & ValueBased Pay
Track: Policy
Competencies:
» Change Management
» Knowledge of Public Policy and Advocacy
State Medicaid agencies, federal programs, and insurers are
increasingly adopting payment models that go beyond fee-

for-service to incentivize decreased costs and improved
health outcomes for enrollees. These payment models
have the potential to support a transformed delivery
system built on health center strengths, including the
delivery of culturally competent, high-quality, comprehensive primary care and robust enabling services. This
session will explore the “ideal” components of a layered
payment model inclusive of health center PPS or alternative payment methodology. The session will cover
key health center capacities needed and challenges to
overcome to successfully engage in payment reform
efforts and value-based payment models.
Learning Objective 1: Identify dominant trends in
payment reform as they relate to CHCs.
Learning Objective 2: Name three components of a
layered payment model.
Learning Objective 3: Identify at least one key step
the organization can take to help successfully engage
with emerging payment models.
Presenters: DaShawn Groves, Assistant Director, State
Affairs, National Association of Community Health
Centers; Elena Thomas Faulkner, Senior Consultant, and
Rachel Tobey, Director, JSI

43 - Grants Management CFO
Guidebook
Track: Fiscal
Competencies:
» Audit Requirements for Grantors/Funders
» Grants Management
CEUs: 1.5 CPE
The session will outline the various areas of grant compliance
and ensure that you know where to look for the rules and regulations, with the goal of raising awareness of the many areas of grant
compliance and the importance of this issue. This is a topic that
needs to be given a higher priority, as demonstrated by Office of
Inspector General (OIG) audits, HRSA site reviews, and even the
release of PIN 2013-01 on Health Center Budgeting and Accounting Requirements.
Learning Objective 1: List some of the major rules and regulations that community health centers are responsible for following.
Learning Objective 2: Describe the significant challenges of
grant compliance that community health centers encounter.
Learning Objective 3: Give examples of some common misconceptions about grant compliance.
Presenter: David Fields, Senior Manager, BKD, LLP
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